STUDENT CAFE

Want to learn more about our major and what you can do with it? Graduate students will share their research and personal stories, answer your questions, provide mentoring support, and connect you with additional resources to succeed academically!

SCHEDULE

APRIL 27TH

Agriculture Research
Presenter: Ashley Spalding
“Who Wins and Loses from a Food-Safety Incident: Evidence from the 2018 Romaine Lettuce E. coli Outbreak”

MAY 11TH

Environment and Natural Resource
Presenter: Jeff Hadachek
“Agricultural Inputs and Environmental Externalities”

MAY 25TH

Development
Presenter: Marcos Martínez Sugastti
“Measuring Quality for Sovereign Index Insurance in Kenya”

JUNE 8TH  How to Apply to Graduate School

Zoom meeting link:
https://ucdavis.zoom.us/j/93771400802?pwd=bk5MeThSZktLdFM5QUpZd3lXVFFDQT09

For more information about the Student Cafe contact:
Graduate student coordinators Isaac Ahimbisibwe (iahimbisibwe@ucdavis.edu),
Jeff Hadachek (jdhadachek@ucdavis.edu), and Sean Kiely (sfkiely@ucdavis.edu) or
faculty coordinator Kristin Kiesel (kiesel@ucdavis.edu)